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Vinyl f looring represents modern and carefree living like hardly any other f looring: it not only 
looks great, but is also waterproof, highly durable and withstands (almost) anything. With rigid  
vinyl flooring, moderna provides has added yet another benefit: the special rigid core base board  
makes the floor extra stable and carefree in every respect!

Rigid vinyl flooring: 
The solid power pack for your home!

IDEAL FOR RENOVATION PROJECTS

WARM UNDERFOOT

EASY TO MAINTAIN AND DURABLE

SUITABLE FOR HOME CONSERVATORIES

DIMENSIONALLY STABLE 

LEVELS OUT UNEVEN SURFACES 

UNOBTRUSIVE JOINTS

Rigid vinyl flooring may be solid and stable, but it’s also extremely slim. With a 
maximum installation height of 5 mm (including noise reduction), it fits comfort-
ably under doors and frames to facilitate any renovation project. 

Time-consuming cleaning and care? Not with us! Rigid vinyl flooring is very easy 
to keep clean – vacuum cleaning is usually enough, but it can also be wiped with 
a damp cloth. 

Our rigid vinyl flooring is the perfect floor covering for your home conservatory, 
as it is able to withstand slight differences in temperature.

Rigid vinyl keeps its shape! Up to 15 metres of flooring can be laid continuously –  
without any unwanted expansion joints or profiles. This creates a modern and 
aesthetically flawless living environment!

Thanks to the stable base board, moderna vinyl flooring levels out irregularities 
better than conventional vinyl. This reduces the need to prepare the subfloor, 
enabling easier installation!

Rigid vinyl by moderna is perfect for installation on subfloors, as the stable flooring 
has no visible joints.

The pleasantly warm surface feels comfortable underfoot – even when walking 
barefoot!
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Preview flooring in your interior 
with the moderna room designer!
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Attention, here comes the professional: moderna v-solid pro really has it all and delivers thickness,  
stability and extra authentic surface designs. A decorative layer with a deeply embossed pattern makes 
all this possible and brings the imitation oak to life, both visually and haptically. 
The high wear class withstands even heavy use!

moderna v-solid pro
Tangible. Authentic. Robust. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Format: 1 220 x 184 x 4,5 mm

Package 
contents: 

9 pcs. = approx. 2.020 m² 

Warranty: 20 years in private living areas 

5 years in commercial areas

UV lacquering 
high-quality | multilayered

Wear layer with 
surface structure
transparent | 0.55-mm thick

Rigid core board
solid | dimensionally stable | 
waterproof

Decorative layer
special pore effect | 
matt finish

* Information sur le niveau d’émission de substances volatiles 
dans l’air intérieur, présentant un risque de toxicité par inhala-
tion, sur une échelle de classe allant de A+ (très faibles émis-
sions) à C (fortes émissions).

Free from

 critical plasticisers according to
 R

EA
C

H

PHTHALATE
FREE

Wear class: 23 | 33

Connection system: Multiclic 

Joint pattern: All-round micro-bevel



Taupo oak 
15240131104

Waito oak 
15240131105

Tekapo oak 
15240131107

Rotua oak 
15240131106

MULTI-

COLOUR

MULTI-

COLOUR
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Timaru oak 
15239131193

Otago oak 
15239131194

Westland oak 
15239131195

Canterbury oak 
15239131196

Gisborne oak 
15239131197

Waikato oak 
15239131198
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We proudly present: The silent one among moderna’s rigid vinyl floors! V-solid silent brings peace and 
quiet to your home! The integrated sound-absorbing cushion reduces room noise while increasing  
comfort underfoot – an unbeatable combination!

moderna v-solid silent
Stable. Comfortable. Quiet.

TECHNICAL DATA

Format: 1 220 x 228 x 5 mm

Package 
contents: 

8 pcs. = approx. 2.225 m² 

Warranty: 15 years in private living areas 

5 years in commercial areas

* Information sur le niveau d’émission de substances volatiles 
dans l’air intérieur, présentant un risque de toxicité par inhala-
tion, sur une échelle de classe allant de A+ (très faibles émis-
sions) à C (fortes émissions).

Free from

 critical plasticisers according to
 R

EA
C

H

PHTHALATE
FREE

Wear class: 23 | 31

Connection system: Multiclic 

Joint pattern: All-round micro-bevel

IXPE noise reduction 1 mm
high-quality, compact foam with high 
density | increased comfort underfoot | 
reduced noise (20 dB)

UV lacquering 
high-quality | multilayered

Wear layer with 
surface structure
transparent | 0.30-mm thick

Rigid core board
solid | dimensionally stable | 
waterproof

Decorative layer
natural wood structure | 
matt finish

SOUND-
ABSORBING
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It’s simple and straightforward: without a doubt, v-solid is the perfect roommate. And it has a lot to offer: 
for example, modern, authentic oak decors that accentuate your own individual lifestyle. But its technical 
properties are also convincing: V-solid is waterproof, easy to maintain, and quick and easy to lay!

moderna v-solid
Stable. Simple. Worry-free. 

* Information sur le niveau d’émission de substances volatiles 
dans l’air intérieur, présentant un risque de toxicité par inhala-
tion, sur une échelle de classe allant de A+ (très faibles émis-
sions) à C (fortes émissions).

Free from

 critical plasticisers according to
 R

EA
C

H

PHTHALATE
FREE

TECHNICAL DATA

Format:  1 220 x 184 x   4 mm (plank)

610 x 305 x 4.5 mm (tile)

Package 
contents: 

10 pcs. = approx. 2.245 m² (plank)

10 pcs. = approx. 1.861 m² (tile)

Warranty: 15 years in private living areas 

5 years in commercial areas

Wear class: 23 | 31

Connection system: Multiclic 

Joint pattern:  All-round micro-bevel 
(plank)
All-round, lacquered 
V-bevel (tile)

UV lacquering 
high-quality | multilayered

Wear layer with 
surface structure
transparent | 0.30-mm thick

Rigid core board
solid | dimensionally stable | 
waterproof

Decorative layer
natural wood structure/
stone pore structure |  
matt finish



Auckland oak 
15209131230

Wellington oak 
15209131231

Hamilton oak 
15209131232

Nelson oak 
15209131233

Sandstone grey 
15209071157

Southland oak 
15209131234

Granite grey 
15209071154

Franklin oak 
15209131235

MULTI-

COLOUR
MULTI-

COLOUR

MULTI-

COLOUR
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Accessories: For a perfect fit!
From moderna, you not only get a floor covering, but a complete, coordinated system of accessories. 
That way, you can be sure of an all-round perfect fit!
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Skirting boards
High-quality skirting boards create the perfect connection to the wall and a harmonious overall look in 
the room. 

Moulding accessories

Moulding installation made easy: fasten mouldings to the wall with the clip; no adhesive necessary. The 
matching end caps and internal and external corners make it possible to achieve professional-looking 
moulding transitions! 

Accent skirting board ASL 60 (white, identical decor, stainless steel, anthracite) 
16 x 60 x 2 380 mm

Clip skirting board CSL 40 (white)
22 x 42 x 2 380 mm

End caps, internal and external corners 
ASL 60 (white, stainless steel) – self-adhesive

DSL 50 | 80 (white) – self-adhesive

HSL 60 | 80 | 100 (white) – self-adhesive 

CSL 40 (white)

Design skirting board DSL 50 | 80 (white)
18 x 50 x 2 380 mm
18 x 80 x 2 380 mm

Hamburg skirting board HSL 60 | 80 | 100 (white) 
18 x 60 x 2 380 mm 
18 x 80 x 2 380 mm
18 x 100 x 2 380 mm

moderna skirting board clip
for ASL / DSL / HSL 
Contents: 50 pcs. (including screws and plugs)

moderna skirting board clip, metal
for CSL 
Contents: 50 pcs. (including screws and plugs)

A

A

B
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Profiles 
Be it a transition between rooms or different types of flooring– the comprehensive range of moderna 
profiles has a solution for every laying situation.

Transition profile (2.5–7 mm) 
+ Silver and titanium
+ Length: 1 000 mm, 2 700 mm

End profile (2.5–7 mm)
+ Silver and titanium
+ Length: 1 000 mm, 2 700 mm

Adapter profile (2.5–7 mm)
+ Silver and titanium
+ Length: 1 000 mm, 2 700 mm

Stair profile (3–7 mm) 
+ Silver and titanium
+ Length: 1 000 mm, 3 000 mm

Installation aids 
Installing floors is easy with these precisely fitting installation aids – available individually or as part of a practical set!

moderna fitting wedges
20 pcs. / bag

moderna heel bar moderna tapping block moderna installation set
Contents: 1 x tapping block; 
1 x pull bar; 40 x fitting wedge 

ALSO AVAILABLE AS A 
SELF-ADHESIVE PROFILE!

21 dB10 % ≥ 1000 kPa 0,015 m2/KW SD > 75 m

Format: 15 m x 1 m | Thickness: 1 mm | Contents: 15 m2

Insulating underlays 
Reduces noise from footfall while protecting the floor: 
moderna Profloor is the perfect companion  
for your rigid vinyl flooring! 

moderna Profloor 

+ Very good walking and footstep noise reduction
+     Floor covering protected, thanks to extreme  

pressure resistance and load-bearing capacity
+ 100% recyclable and emissions-tested

moderna Alutape
Aluminium-coated PET tape for the 
vapour-tight application of insulating underlay  
Format: 15 m x 1 m

Recommended accessories
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© 2022 by Moderna GmbH & Co. KG

Variations in colour and structure are possible due to printing 

conditions. We reserve the right to make changes.  

No responsibility is assumed for errors. 

Moderna GmbH & Co. KG

Zum Walde 21

59602 Rüthen-Meiste, Germany

Phone: +49 2952 4170-330

Fax: +49 2952 816-95-330

info@moderna.de | www.moderna.de/en
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